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OC99s website: http:\\oc99s.sws99s.org

December 2016
Nov 30 December-first ever Cyber business
meeting. Thanks to all 6 members who called
in for our December business meeting.
Although we missed the face to face contact,
we were all able to participate from our
various locations. We covered all agenda
items plus some new business in 45 minutes.
That is a record! Let me know if you would
like to participate in any future cyber meetings
we might have. Irene
Dec 8 Holiday Party

Holy Smokes—its 2017
Jan 4 Business Meeting, Signature 6pm
Chaired by VC—Becky Valdez

Secretary: Pam Doddridge
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

Southern California Pilots Association
& Orange County 99s Joint Holiday Party
Thursday Dec 8, 2016
Huntington Beach Elks Lodge
7711 Talbert Ave
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Cocktail Hour 6:00-7:00
Dinner 7:00pm
For Tickets send $55 to:
Joe Finnell
16449 Shadbush St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708-2038
For Dinner Preference: Steak-Salmon-Vegetarian
Contact Becky Valdez at fxala@hotmail.com
Bring Cash for Drinks (alcoholic & non-alcoholic)

Jan 17 TUESDAY General Meeting
Same Time—6:30
Different Date—Tuesday Jan 17
Fun and educational Aviation Movie
Night at the home of CJ McMullin
Jan 28 SWS Winter Business Meeting
Ayers Hotel We are the host chapter.
Plan to spend the day with us.
OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

In keeping with tradition, we will collect unwrapped
gifts for the Orangewood Children’s Home, ages 0-16.

Best wishes for Peace and
Joy this Holiday Season
and a New Year of Health,
Happiness and Prosperity.
Aloha
We finally got out of the treehouse and came over to the
Kona side of the Big Island of Hawaii. I’m sitting on our
lanai thinking of all the good thoughts I want to share with
you.
By the time you read this, you will have celebrated Thanksgiving and our conference call
business meeting will have been concluded. I am hopeful that many of you have signed up for
our joint Holiday Party with SoCalPilots. If so—I’ll see you there. If you haven’t signed up yet–
its not too late—but the event fee is now $55 for an evening of flying fun, food, fellowship and
foxtrot (okay—dancing). We will maintain our tradition of bringing unwrapped gifts for the
children of Orangewood.
Our Holiday tradition of Airport Appreciation has been organized by Colleen For December 14.
Becky & I continue to provide you educational and interesting meetings. We make an effort to
keep Plane Tales up to date, but sometimes things change. I understand that many of us are
inundated with e-mail; I really appreciate your time and effort in responding to what I send to
you. As your leaders, we do the best we can to honor each and every one of you. It helps a lot
to get feedback so we can stay the course or change the course to best serve you.
This January we are given the opportunity to serve our Southwest Section as hosts for the
Winter Workshop on Saturday January 28. I trust you can arrange your calendars so we have
an outstanding show of support. We have sponsorships if $$$ is all that is preventing your
attendance. It is OK to ask.
Mahalo to Morgan Thorpe for taking over chapter communications, including our e-blasts for
SWS Winter Workshop. Mahalo to Kristina Hamm for standing in for Pam Doddridge as
Secretary. Mahalo to Fan Dai for beginning the process to pry out of us all that we do for
aviation.
We are indeed fortunate to live in a country where we have the freedom to fly and to enjoy our
sisters in the aviation world.
Peace, Love and Understanding,
Irene
FL

Why Attend a Southwest Section Workshop? We hang out together, trade flying stories,
see the local sights, enjoy the local food, and network with our wonderful organization of
women pilots. This informative Southwest Winter Workshop brings together
instrumental governing officers, chapter members and informs members of the SWS's
goals, committees and the activities of southwest chapters. Join us in beautiful Orange
County and have lots of fun with our fantastic Southwest Section 99’s!
Date : 01/28/17
Location: Ayres Hotel, 325 Bristol St, Costa Mesa, CA – Minutes from KSNA-John
Wayne Airport
Cost: $42 includes lunch
Registration : Registration is made by paying for the workshop with credit card through
the OC 99’s PayPal account. You will be contacted for details and that will serve as
your registration confirmation. Registrations are nonrefundable but may be transferred
or donated if unable to attend.
Hotel Information:
Room block for Friday Night & Saturday night
Deluxe Rooms (single/double) $132/Junior Suite (single/double) $152
Additional guest $ 10 per person
Complimentary Wireless Internet services throughout Hotel
Fresh baked cookies in the lobby each evening

Contact Information:
Becky Valdez: fxala@hotmail.com
Email99’s: OCNinetyNines@gmail.com .
Visit our website for more information Web Link:
http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new/?page_id=937
******************************************************************************
My email: morgan.thorpe1978@gmaill.com

CFII CHECKRIDE by Carol Bennett
My goal for finishing my CFII training was November 2015 – so I’m only a year out! After getting started on the
ground and flight training using the Redbird simulator at OCFC, I was ready to transition into the airplane when I
injured my shoulder by becoming rather over-zealous in the swimming pool and thinking I might be in the running
to compete in the next Olympic Games – ha ha! Following a period of recuperation, lots of physiotherapy and
cortisone injections, I was back in the cockpit and working with four primary students – which took me through to
August 2016 without much opportunity to spend any more time on my own training.
With a repaint scheduled for the airplane, start date November 14, followed by a period of five to six weeks with no
airplane; I was motivated enough to stop procrastinating and get this thing done! Recruiting the assistance of a first
class instructor who could fit in with my schedule, was a no brainer – and our own fantastic Diane Myers came to
the rescue to get me moved along and whipped into shape. I had already decided to take a break myself from
instructing, so that I could focus on what I needed to do to satisfy my instructor that I was ready!
My checkride was scheduled with Lyn Carlson at Sunrise Aviation for November 8 at 9:30 a.m., and Diane was there
bright and early to meet with me and be on hand in case of any last minute paperwork requirements. As it turned
out, it took almost an hour for the FAA’s website and IACRA process to get warmed up enough to complete the final
pre exam on line information and allow the testing to begin – so that was a little unnerving and meant that the DPE
and I got off to rather a late start. The oral went well – lots to cover – so it was nearly 2:00 p.m. by the time we took
a break for lunch. I headed out to the parking lot at Sunrise and into the blistering afternoon heat – somewhere
around 95 degrees – phew. Just enough time for the airplane preflight; half a sandwich, and a few gulps of water
and the examiner had arrived at the airplane and was ready to get going. Despite the searing heat and my
sunglasses constantly sliding down my nose; the flight portion of the exam went smoothly, and I was relieved to
hear the words ‘that task is complete’ after each of the required maneuvers, approaches etc. and with one final
approach still to come as we headed back to SNA, I began to relax a little. We were back on the ground just as the
sun was setting. I was feeling elated and couldn’t wait to pass on the good news to my band of supporters – and
especially my instructor Diane!
Time for the celebrations to begin ………………
Lyn congratulates Carol on earning her
Flight Instructor-Instrument rating ~
Carol looks happy!

We celebrated Carol’s CFI in 2012—
Now we need to add another “I”

Diane & Carol toast to the successful completion of
Carol’s CFII checkride—with apple juice, of course!

4500 feet trumps the 405 any day!
~ by Ewurabena Mensa-Wood

So what do you do when you make plans for lunch, but don't want to deal with the freeway traffic
between you and your destination? Well, you fly there!!
Melody Liddell and I made plans to have lunch in LA on Saturday, Nov 22nd. To avoid the Thanksgiving
travel frenzy on the 405, she made the quick hop from John Wayne into Hawthorne Airport (KHHR) to
meet up with my niece Irys, nephew Zion, and me. After a quick lesson in the cockpit for the kids, we
went into the airport restaurant, Eureka, to have delicious lunch. Here are a few picture from our lovely
afternoon.

Melody shows Zion and Irys her airplane

We are so happy to have Michele Danus back with us. Michele took a break from flying as an airline pilot to have
babies. Now that her kiddos have started school, she is back flying and selling jets at SNA, and back with us at
our OC99 chapter. Michele was previously a CFII at OCFC too, so you may have flown with her.
After our November meeting, Michele said, “It’s great reuniting with my previous college
Aviation Professor Celia Vanderpool. I loved hearing her flying stories 20 years ago, they’re
even better today. It was also a pleasure meeting Patty Murray who I always wanted to meet.
I sat in the jump seat while her son piloted a Boeing-757 back in 2000 during my airline
internship. It puts a huge smile on my face to be back with the wonderful women of the
OC 99s."
Diane Titterington-Machado, Membership Chair

Oregon Flying
A few weeks back, I got to ﬂy a 50-year old Cessna 172 out of Sunriver
Airport. Sunriver is an uncontrolled airport in Deschutes County,
Oregon. My cousin and I spent about 2 hours ﬂying around Mt.
Bachelor, Broken Top, and the 3 Sisters. I prac*ced stalls, steep banks,
and did some touch and go’s. The sunset was absolutely beau*ful as
well as the snowy peaks. It was great to get some experience ﬂying in
eleva*on and using carb heat! It sure makes the pre and post ﬂight a
li/le more challenging as it was only 36 degrees! I feel very lucky that
my second cousin is a CFI and was willing to take me up ﬂying while I visited. He's also a FedEx pilot but got current
again this past summer to teach both of his teenage sons how to ﬂy.
~Krisna Hamm

What your leader does between handling the
matters of our Chapter!

Chases rainbows

Latitude 58 degrees North - Polar Bears and Tundra

By Celia Vanderpool

On approach into Churchill, Manitoba, it was -17 degrees, blowing snow, wind 50 mph gusting 65. What
visibility???? Cleared to land on the 9,000-foot runway, with 4,000-foot over-run, all covered with snow
and ice. No brakes. The plan was to make one pass, try to get it down, be ready to go-around, and on to
an alternate 150 miles away. I was glad to be in the back. Fortunately, the wind was mostly straight
down the runway and the expert Arctic pilots up front made a loooooooooong landing. Our small group
experienced more turbulence on the ramp, than on the descent to land, as the wind pummeled the
fuselage while we tried to dis-embark. A snow-plow/fork lift met us but only to get our bags. We
slipped, skidded and slid across the ramp making our way to what looked like, maybe, a terminal. The
flight did not make the return trip to Winnipeg that afternoon.

Natural Habitat is the organization that will take visitors to projects run by the World Wildlife
Fund.http://www.worldwildlife.org/species/polar-bearhttp://www.nathab.com/polar-bear-tours/classicpolar-bear-expedition And they dress you, since they do not trust California people to have, or
understand what is needed to stay functional in the arctic. We were very happy that our Tundra Outfits
had been given to us in Winnipeg. Our first evening was an off season sensational and surreal display of
the Aurora Borealis – nice start- and the next few days we spent on the sub-arctic tundra, in polar rover
vehicles, counting polar bears, looking for arctic fox, hare, snowy owls and other species that survive the
harsh conditions;especially the Australian who showed up to surf Hudson Bay…

Churchill was a WWII base – dead foot, dead engine, but ooooopppps and they walked away.
And didn’t get eaten or frozen.

Seadog’s Sled Team!!

Arctic Sunrise

Cultural aspects included learning curling, meeting the local Inuit natives and hearing about their old
and new life style, dog sledding, and visiting the Arctic Education and Research Center where several
countries are conducting research. I could bubble along for days about this wonderful Arctic Encounter,
but being very close to the bears and having hours to observe them in their habitat was a gift. We took
off for our return in a balmy 28 degrees and clear skies for the first leg towards home. I hope Santa
brings some ice for the little bears. Happy Holidays!

Aerospace Education is one of the tenets
of our organization

Fan Dai is taking the lead in gathering our chapter information. Somewhere between your
holiday planning, shopping, parties, celebrations and New Year’s Eve, please create some
time to support our chapter by letting Fan know about your aviation activities this year.
From Fan-- FanDai@Eaton.com
To help everybody remember our activities with the hope that it will lead to recognition of our
chapter at next spring’s Section meeting in the Bay area, could you please provide me your
answers to the following question?
For the year of 2016, do you have any aviation and/or aviation education related activities
include but are not limited to:
♦ New

ratings?

♦ Progress

on current rating/flight training?

♦ Attended

any 99 meetings: OC meeting, Section’s meeting, international meeting, etc?
Museums/air parks?

♦ Aviation

related tours – factory/production tours, education tours, tower tours, airport tours,
historical tours, any model of plane tours, etc?

♦ Participated

learnings – include but are not limited to : Taking Classes (specify), Webinars
(specify), Speeches (specify), Workshops (specify), Info Sessions (specify).

♦ Participation

in any Educational activates - for example, essay contest, reading of new
books, magazines, educational materials?

♦ Air

shows/races attendance and/or participation, volunteering?

♦ Acquired

a remote control plane, a wooden plane, rockets/space shuttle, flying machines?

♦ Experience

in any training/recreational simulators or rides (moving or non-moving)? (For
Example, hot air balloon rides, aerobatic plane rides, etc)

Thanks very much in advance for your support!
Fan Dai

Join us for our annual John Wayne Airport Appreciation night!

We are pleased to announce that this year the Orange County Ninety-Nines will continue the season of giving by
delivering cookies to those individuals who help to keep us safe.
On Wednesday, December 14th at 6:30 pm, the Orange County Chapter will gather at the end of Paularino Ave
(John Wayne Airport Administration Building parking lot) just outside the gate below the control tower to distribute
holiday treats.
Those on our list this year include the airport fire station (Orange County Fire Department), the aviation division of the
Orange County Sheriff's Department, and one other deeply appreciated resident on the airport, to thank them all for the
services they provide throughout the year.
For those of you who have never participated in this event, it is truly a lot of fun and those we visit have always been
very appreciative and hospitable. In years past, we are sometimes fortunate enough to be provided short tours of that
organization’s facilities.
To be part of this holiday's spirit of giving, all you need to do is:


RSVP for this event (required)

Please contact:

Colleen Handrahan 714-757-2051 text or call
(well-behaved guests are invited also—
after all, the Tower has a line to Santa . . . )
Put together 3 plates of cookies, any kind. (covered please - plates cannot be returned)
Arrive on time at the designated location so you can be escorted through the gate onto JWA.
If you have a KSNA AOA badge and plan to attend, please bring your AOA badge so you
can help all who attend easier access as a group.

Thanksgiving Winds

~ your editor, Diane Myers

On Tues, Nov 22, Ralph & I flew to Lubbock, TX, for Thanksgiving with his
family. Our airplane (Cessna 414) can’t quite make it non-stop, so we make
a fuel stop half way. (Two years ago we stopped at St Johns in northeast
Arizona – nice airport, cheap fuel, friendly airport manager. A faulty O-ring
in the left strut gave out, gushing hydraulic fluid and collapsing the strut, so it
was a “long fuel stop” chronicled in PT.) This year we decided to take the
southern route with a fuel and picnic-lunch stop at Deming, NM. Both legs we
had strong left cross-winds with tailwind component. Highest groundspeed
was 240kts descending to Deming. We landed at Lubbock just before a
beautiful sunset. Total flight time: 5:06.
The highlight of this trip was a sightseeing flight with Ralph’s nephew, Derek, who earned his PPL in August 2015. He flew a Piper
Archer up from Austin; I drove out to meet him when he landed at F82, Lubbock
Executive. Thanksgiving morning
Derek & I took off on rwy 17 with 15kt
right crosswinds; Derek wasn’t really
comfortable with crosswinds, so I
gave him a few pointers. We flew
west to another small airport where
he made a smooth landing, again
with 15kt right crosswind.
Returning to F82 we got permission
Derek looks calm and confident
for a low flight over the city and Texas
Tech where he graduated.
Wind at F82 favored
landing on 35 with a
left crosswind – Derek
nailed it!

West wind at Lubbock Executive

Another aviation story at the Buddy Holly Museum in Lubbock—
not a good ending

The return flights to CRQ on Sunday, Nov 27 were very slow – 35kt
headwinds at 6000’ leaving Lubbock, which was only 2500’ agl. And
they got worse! After topping off the tanks at Deming, we checked
wx again – we might have to make a 2nd fuel stop. We flew as low
as possible VFR, but no relief from the wind. Throttling back gave us
a slower TAS but also reduced fuel flow, so we calculated we could
make it from there with 1:20 reserve. West of Yuma the weather
on the coast meant we would have to make an approach.
LA Center cleared us right away: direct JLI, climb & maintain
10,000’ (we were at 4500’, trying to avoid the worst winds).
2.3 miles from JLI at 10,000’ we encountered 79kt headwinds,
slowing our GS to 86kts!
Descending on the approach in the clouds we activated the wing
boots 3 times to break the ice off, prop de-ice worked, and defrost cleared circles on the windshield.
Total flight time: 7:11 (2 hours more than the eastbound flights!)

Fun Day at the Palm Springs Air Museum
On Saturday November 12th, Melody and I flew into Palm Springs
to attend the air fair and 20th annual celebration at the Palm
Springs air museum. The Palm Springs air museum hosts three
hangers with an impressive collection of planes, including one of
the last fully operational B-17s, a DC-3 and a P-51 mustang. The
museum is ranked number 14 in the world for the best air museums
and is staffed by volunteers, including many veterans from the
Korean and Vietnam wars. It also
has an impressive library with 8,700
volumes and multiple flight
simulators.

The special event held in honor of Veterans Day was a real treat. Not
only were we able to go inside a F-104 Starfighter, but there was music
and food and many people willing to share their aviation stories. We even
had the opportunity to speak with air force veterans and meet one of the last
Tuskegee Airmen, Bob Friend. The event also featured an air show of historic
planes, including a B-25, T-28 Trojan, and P-51 Red Tail Mustang.

Melody & Kris na with
Tuskegee Airman Bob Friend.

This is definitely one of the best aviation museums I have
visited and it will only get better as they broke ground on another hanger just a couple of months ago.
They have a very busy calendar and host special events almost every weekend. I would definitely
encourage my fellow 99s to visit and explore this special place.
~Kristina Hamm

What’s In Your Airplane (besides you)? A Few “Weighty” Thoughts…
Every so often, it occurs to me that I really ought to pay attention to what I’m carrying around with me when I fly.
There are lots of places to stash things in my plane –pockets (doors, seats, etc.), glove box, under the
rear seat, in the baggage compartment. It’s amazing how these places fill up over time with an
incredible assortment of useful little things. In just the pilot’s door pocket last February (when we
cleaned out the airplane for it’s new interior – first in 27 years!), I found 2 fuel samplers, a small screw
driver, a pair of “foggles”, a little bottle of plexiglass cleaner, a pad of sticky notes and a pen, 3 “nopeekys” (to hide instruments for IFR training), 2 air sickness bags (in case I need to get one to a
passenger in a hurry), a small flashlight, a pair of foam ear plugs and some paper napkins. Sheesh!
How’d all that stuff get there? How much does it weigh if I put it all in a big pile? And what about the REST of the
airplane?!?
Since I almost never have more than just myself and my husband on board, I don’t usually worry about being over
max gross weight even with some extra paraphernalia in the airplane. Still, it takes away from the aircraft
performance and burns extra fuel to carry around a lot of extra stuff. So, I’m thinking again about what is needed
and what is “nice to have” and whether it’s securely stowed.
There are some things you can’t go without: oil, fuel, people (and maybe a critter if you take a dog with
you). You need your mandatory documentation, or “AROW” (Airworthiness, Registration, Owner’s
manual, Weight & balance data). – of course the weight of these is negligible physically, but still they
must be on board. Don’t forget your charts, too - current ones applicable to the trip. These can begin to
add significant weight especially if you still carry paper charts around (that book of Jepp charts is pretty
hefty even with just California plates). Don’t forget headsets, an iPad and a lapboard or two.
If you’re planning a long flight over open terrain, you need to think about an emergency kit, extra
water, clothing appropriate to a night spent on the ground you’re overflying – just in case you need
to make an emergency landing. It may be warm now, but what kind of clothes would you need if
you went down in the mountains or the desert? Do you know how much all this weighs? My
emergency kit is about 45 pounds including the water. That’s REALLY significant weight and I consider these a
“must” and not an option for cross country flight.
In addition, there are other miscellaneous things that are always on board, too: a little tool kit, a few
small super-bright flashlights, my hand-held aviation radio (it can serve as a backup comm radio in a
pinch) a dash/instrument panel cover, extra batteries, a couple of rags & towels, chocks & tie-down
straps, tow bar, extra oil, plexiglass cleaner, heat shields for the windows (taken only if I’m staying
overnight).All this “extra” adds up to a bit over 15 lbs.
You’re probably thinking a lot of this stuff just isn’t essential, and you’re right. What you take with you depends on
the capacity of your aircraft and the performance you need from it or whether you need it at all. It’s
definitely safe to say you won’t need a survival kit to do touch and goes at your home airport. My
examples here are to get you thinking, and hopefully take some time to find out just how much your
accumulated items weigh. It’s pretty easy to add a lot of weight you might not be aware of, especially
if you own your own airplane. If you’re a renter, you may want to check what you put into the flight
bag(s) you carry with you.
One more thought for this article, and that has to do with how well secured things are in the aircraft. All the
people are tied down with seat belts, but what about the rest of the items? If its baggage and you won’t need it
during the flight, make sure ALL of it is secure. A while back, a good friend of mine was flying her Cardinal RG on
the southwest side of Mt. San Gorgonio, hit a very brief, but nasty bit of unforecast turbulence and ended
up with a cracked rear window that eventually had to be replaced. Something heavy in the baggage
compartment which is usually securely tied down had been taken out and wasn’t re-secured when it
was put back in the airplane. During the turbulence, it went airborne and hit the window. Ouch!
Securing things you WILL need in flight can be problematic, too. You’ll need to figure out how to keep them
“captive” until you need them, but also make sure they are easily accessible so you won’t have a problem as you
reach for them. That’s when pockets and glove boxes become really useful. Aha! Maybe THAT’S why I have so
many things in my front door pocket!
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
Aviation Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2016

AN AVIATION CHRISTMAS CAROL

On my first day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
A landing in a spruce tree.
On my second day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my third day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my fourth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Four departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my fifth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my sixth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my seventh day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my eighth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Eight missed approaches,
Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.

By R. Degenhardt, CFI (Alaska 99s)

On my ninth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Nine ILS’s,
Eight missed approaches,
Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my tenth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Ten engine failures,
Nine ILS’s,
Eight missed approaches,Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my eleventh day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Eleven short field landings,
Ten engine failures,
Nine ILS’s,
Eight missed approaches,
Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree.
On my twelfth day of flight training my instructor gave to me,
Twelve hours ground school,
Eleven short field landings,
Ten engine failures,
Nine ILS’s,
Eight missed approaches,
Seven gliding spirals,
Six hours holding,
FIVE TOUCH AND GO’S,
Four Departure stalls,
Three radio calls,
Two run-up checks,
And a landing in a spruce tree

(From the Utah Chapter of the 99s, December 2008 Newsletter)

Happy
December Birthday
9-Blair Hu
27- Ewurabena Mensa-Wood
30- Melody Liddell
30-Cheryl Cotman
If we missed your birthday,
Happy Belated, and please send
the date to Morgan Thorpe at:
morgan.thorpe1978@gmail.com

OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OrangeCounty99s@gmail.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

